Abstract-When software systems evolve, different amounts and types of code modifications can be involved in different versions. These factors can affect the costs and benefits of regression testing techniques in different ways, and thus, there may be no single regression testing technique that is the most cost-effective technique to use on every version. To date, many regression testing techniques have been proposed, but no research has been done on the problem of helping practitioners systematically choose appropriate techniques on new versions as systems evolve. To address this problem, we propose adaptive regression testing (ART) strategies that attempt to identify the regression testing techniques that will be the most cost-effective for each regression testing session considering organization's situations and testing environment. To assess our approach, we conducted an experiment focusing on test case prioritization techniques. Our results show that prioritization techniques selected by our approach can be more cost-effective than those used by the control approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Regression testing is an important and necessary activity that can maintain the quality of modified software systems. To date, many regression testing techniques have been proposed. For instance, regression test selection techniques (e.g., [1] , [2] , [3] ) reduce testing costs by selecting test cases that are necessary to test a modified program. Test case prioritization techniques (e.g., [4] , [5] , [6] ) reorder test cases, scheduling test cases with the highest priority according to some criterion earlier in the testing process to yield benefits such as providing earlier feedback to testers and earlier fault detection.
While this research has made considerable progress in regression testing areas, one important problem has been overlooked. As systems evolve, the types of maintenance activities that are applied to them change. Differences between versions can involve different amounts and types of code modifications, and these changes can affect the costs and benefits of regression testing techniques in different ways. Thus, there may be no single regression testing technique that is the most cost-effective technique to use on every version. For instance, as we observed from our study, prioritization technique that works best changes across versions.
We propose to address this lack by creating and empirically studying adaptive regression testing (ART) strategies. ART strategies are approaches that operate across system lifetimes, and attempt to identify the regression testing techniques that will be the most cost-effective for each regression testing session. ART strategies evaluate regression testing techniques in terms of decision criteria such as cost and benefit factors and choose the best alternative among techniques considering organization's situations and feedback from prior regression testing sessions.
The problem of performing such evaluations is known as the "multiple criteria decision making" (MCDM) problem, and MCDM approaches have been used in many science, engineering, and business areas that involve complex decision problems, such as technology investment, resource allocation, and layout design [7] , [8] . To date, many MCDM approaches have been proposed including the Weighted Sum Model (WSM), the Weighted Product Model (WPM), the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), and other variants. Among these MCDM methods, AHP has been one of the more popular methods, having been used by researchers and practitioners in various areas including software engineering [9] , [10] , [11] .
Therefore, in this research, as an initial approach to creating ART strategies, we investigated AHP method [7] to see whether AHP can be effective for selecting appropriate regression testing techniques across system lifetime, particularly focusing on test case prioritization techniques. To do this, we have designed and conducted a controlled experiment using several Java programs with multiple versions considering several selection strategies. The results of our experiment show that the prioritization techniques selected by AHP can be more cost-effective than those used by the control approaches.
In the next section, we describe background information and related work relevant to prioritization techniques and regression testing strategies. Section III describes our proposed approach, ART strategy. Section IV presents our experiment setup, Section V presents results and analysis, and Section VI addresses threats to validity. Section VII discusses our results, and Section VIII presents conclusions and future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Regression testing attempts to validate modified programs to see whether changes have produced unintended effects. Depending on various factors, such as the size and complexity of the program and its test suite, regression testing process can be very expensive. Thus, many researchers have proposed numerous cost-effective regression testing techniques including regression test selection, test suite reduction/minimization, and test case prioritization, but here, we limit to our discussion to test case prioritization, which is directly related to our work.
Test case prioritization techniques (e.g., [12] , [6] ) reorders test cases in order to increase the chance of early fault detection using various types of information available from software artifacts, such as the coverage of code achieved by tests, code change information, or code complexity. For example, one technique, total block coverage prioritization, simply sorts the test cases in the order of the number of blocks they cover. One variation of this technique, additional block coverage prioritization iteratively selects a test case that yields the greatest block coverage, then adjusts the coverage information for the remaining test cases to indicate their coverage of blocks not yet covered, and then repeats this process until all blocks coverable by at least one test case have been covered.
To date, numerous test case prioritization techniques have been proposed, and a recent paper by Yoo and Harman [13] provides a comprehensive overview of these techniques. While the goal of the proposed techniques is to improve the effectiveness of regression testing, to be useful in practice, techniques should be applicable within various testing environments and contexts. Recent research on test case prioritization has employed empirical studies to evaluate the cost-benefit tradeoffs among techniques considering various factors and testing contexts [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . For instance, Do et al. [14] and Walcott et al. [18] have studied the effects of time constraints imposed on regression testing through empirical studies. Qu et al. [17] consider prioritization in the context of configurable systems.
Studies such as these have allowed researchers and practitioners to understand factors that affect the assessment of techniques and to compare techniques in terms of costs and benefits relative to actual software systems. However, studies to date have not considered strategies for selecting appropriate techniques under particular circumstances as systems evolve. Only few studies [19] , [20] have done on the problem of helping practitioners choose appropriate techniques under particular system and process constraints. Harrold et al. [20] present empirical results that demonstrate how code modifications can affect the choice of regression test selection methods. Elbaum et al. [19] perform experiments exploring characteristics of program structure, test suite composition, and changes on prioritization, and identified several metrics characterizing these attributes that correlate with prioritization effectiveness. The empirical results of their study provide insights into which prioritization technique is appropriate (or not appropriate) under specific testing scenarios. Unlike our approach, these two studies evaluate techniques solely relied on software metrics and did not consider the notion of software evolution context.
Since many factors can be involved in evolving systems, selecting appropriate techniques for each version can be a multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) problem. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is one of the widely used MCDM methods, and many areas that involve complex decision problems, such as business, manufacturing, science and engineering. For instance, Kamal and Al-Harbi [21] use AHP in project management to determine the contractors' competence or ability to participate in the project bid. AHP has also been used in determining the best manufacturing system [22] , layout design [23] , and the evaluation of technology investment decisions [24] .
Recently AHP has been used in software engineering areas. Barcusa and Montibellerb [25] use AHP to allocate software development work in distributed teams. They develop a multi-criteria decision model to support the distributed team work allocation decision by using decision conferencing and multi-attribute value analysis. Finnie et al. [26] use AHP to prioritize software development productivity factors, and Karlsson et al. [9] and Perini et al. [27] compare AHP with other alternative method in prioritizing software requirements. Yoo et al. [11] use AHP to improve test case prioritization techniques by employing expert knowledge, and compare the proposed approach with the conventional coverage-based test case prioritization technique. Unlike their study, in this paper, we utilize AHP to develop adaptive regressions testing strategy, which helps identify the best test case prioritization techniques across system lifetime.
III. ADAPTIVE REGRESSION TESTING (ART) STRATEGY
In this section, we describe AHP method and how AHP is used for creating ART strategy using an example.
A. AHP Method
To use AHP, decision makers first define a hierarchy that describes the problem they want to solve. As shown in Figure 1 .a, adapted from [7] , an AHP hierarchy consists of a goal that they want to achieve, alternatives that are available to reach the goal, and criteria that are factors that may be used in decision making about these alternatives. The criteria can be further partitioned into sub-criteria if necessary.
Once decision makers define an AHP hierarchy, two types of pairwise comparisons are performed: between pairs of criteria and between pairs of alternatives as shown in Figure 1 .b. When comparing pairs of criteria (the upper left table), decision makers assign relative importance weights to criteria; for example, C1 is given importance 4 relative (a) An AHP hierarchy to C4. After completing this matrix, the assigned values are normalized and the local priority of each criterion is produced, which is shown in the rightmost column of the table (and in the top row of the bottom table in the figure) . The local priority is calculated by the following equation:
, where LP i is a local priority of criterion i, RW ij is a relative weight of criterion i over criterion j, and N is the number of criteria (The local priorities of alternatives are calculated in the same way).
Similarly, matrices that show the relative importance of alternatives for each criterion are constructed. In this example, five matrices are constructed because there are five criteria (the upper right tables). Again, the assigned values are normalized for each matrix, and local priorities are produced for each alternative (the resulting local priorities appear in the bottom table in the figure).
After calculating the local priorities for criteria and alternatives, an M x N matrix is constructed, as shown in the bottom table in Figure 1 .b, where M is the number of alternatives considered and N is the number of criteria. In our example, M is 3 and N is 5. Then, weighted sums of the values per technique are calculated; these are shown in the rightmost column ("global priorities"i). The global priority is calculated by the following equation:
, where GP k is a global priority for alternative k, N is the number of criteria, LP A kj is a local priority of alternative k (1 ≤ k ≤ M, M is the number of alternatives) for criterion j, LP j is a local priority of criterion j. Based on the weighted sum values, decision makers can determine which alternative should be selected. In this example, T2 (0.47) performs best and T1 (0.35) next best, with T3 (0.18) far behind.
B. Applying AHP to Prioritization Strategy
We now describe how AHP is applied to prioritization strategy that we use in this work. While we describe this in terms of test case prioritization using one of the programs we used in our study, the approach could be applied to any regression testing techniques and any system for which the required information is available.
As outlined in the prior section, to apply AHP to prioritization strategy, the following steps are required:
1. Set a goal 2. Identify alternatives that are available to reach the goal 3. Identify evaluation criteria for alternatives 4. Pairwise comparisons: between pairs of criteria and between pairs of alternatives 5. Obtain global priorities of alternatives The following subsections describe each of these in detail.
1)
Step 1: Set a Goal: Suppose that the goal of test engineers is to choose the most cost-effective test case prioritization technique in application to a particular system version.
2)
Step 2: Identify Alternatives: To achieve this goal, test engineers consider several different types of prioritization techniques as alternatives. For instance, test engineers could consider traditional coverage-based test case prioritization techniques, such as total block coverage based test case prioritization, and additional block coverage based test case prioritization.
3)
Step 3:Identify Evaluation Criteria: As criteria, test engineers choose factors that are influential in evaluating test case prioritization techniques. For instance, test engineers could consider the cost factors that can affect the choice of techniques, such as the cost of applying test case prioritization technique or the cost of software artifact analysis.
4)
Step 4: Pairwise Comparisons: Next, two types of pairwise comparisons are performed: between pairs of criteria and between pairs of techniques as we explained in Section III-A. To do so, test engineers assign relative importance weights to criteria and techniques using the scale of weights they define. In this step, test engineers rely on their experiences and history data regarding the performance of test case prioritization techniques.
5)
Step 5: Obtain Global Priorities: Once test engineers assign relative weights, global priorities are calculated as explained in Section III-A and this step can be automated by building an AHP tool. Based on global priorities, test engineers determine which technique they should use for the particular version of the program.
Steps 2 and 3 are dependent on an organization's testing practices and environment. Figure 2 summarizes steps 4 and 5 graphically. As we can see from the figure, the test engineer examines history data and various software artifacts for the current version, and assigns relative weights for criteria and techniques. This process requires human judgment, so it is done manually. In practice, often organizations rely on human experts' opinions or experienced members' judgment when they make important technical decisions (e.g., which tools or techniques should be used), so this is not an uncommon process in software industry.
The rest of the processes can be automated. The AHP tool takes relative weights of criteria and techniques, and produces matrices shown in Figure 1 . Then, finally the test engineer can decide which technique should be used based on global priorities that the tool produced. Figure 2 . AHP Process
IV. EMPIRICAL STUDY
In this study, we address the following research question: RQ: Is AHP effective for selecting appropriate test case prioritization techniques across system lifetime? To investigate the research question, we performed a controlled experiment. The following subsections present, for this experiment, our objects of analysis, variables and measures, experiment setup and design, and threats to validity. Following this presentation, in Section V we present our data and analysis, in Section VI we address threats to validity, and in Section VII we discuss practical implications of the results.
A. Objects of Analysis
We considered five Java programs obtained from the SIR infrastructure [28] as our objects of analysis: ant, xmlsecurity, jmeter, nanoxml, and galileo. Ant is a Java-based build tool, jmeter is a load testing tool for client/server application, and xml-security provides security functionality for XML data. Nanoxml is a small XML parser for Java, and galileo is a Java bytecode analyzer. Several sequential versions of each of these programs are available. The first three programs are provided with JUnit test suites, and the last two are provided with TSL (Test Specification Language) test suites [29] . Table I lists, for each of our objects of analysis, data on its associated "Versions" (the number of versions of the object program), "Classes" (the number of class files in the latest version of that program), "Size (KLOCs)" (the number of lines of code in the latest version of the program), and "Test Cases" (the number of test cases available for the latest version of the program). To study the research question we require fault data, so we utilized mutation faults provided with the programs [30] . The rightmost column, "Mutation Faults", is the total number of mutation faults of the program (summed across all versions). 
B. Variables and Measures

1) Independent Variable:
To investigate our research question we manipulate one independent variable: test case prioritization technique application mapping strategy, which assigns, to a specific sequence of versions S i , S i+1 , . . . S j of system S, specific test case prioritization techniques. As test case prioritization techniques we utilize original order (Orig: the order in which test cases are executed in the original testing scripts provided with the object programs), random order (Rand: in our experiment, averages of runs of 30 random orders), and two test case prioritization heuristics (total block coverage (Tcov) and additional block coverage (Acov) prioritization techniques explained in Section II).
We consider five mapping strategies as follows:
• Tcov-all: Use of the total coverage technique across versions (a control)
• Acov-all: Use of the additional coverage technique across versions (a second control) • Rand-all: Use of the random technique across versions (a third control) • Orig-all: Use of the original technique across versions (a fourth control; it is used as a baseline strategy) • AHP: Evolutionary adaptation of techniques following the AHP method described in Section III. The AHP method selects the best technique among four prioritization techniques (Tcov, Acov, Rand, and Orig) for each version based on the criteria we identifies and expert's opinion. More details on how we applied AHP are described in Section IV-C.
2) Dependent Variable and Measures:
Our dependent variable is a relative cost-benefit value produced by applying EVOMO economic model presented in [31] , using a further calculation described below (Equation 1). The cost and benefit components are measured in dollars. To determine the relative cost-benefit of prioritization technique T with respect to baseline technique base, we use the following equation: 
Significantly, the model accounts for costs and benefits across entire system lifetimes, rather than on snapshots (i.e. single releases) of those systems, through equations that calculate costs and benefits across entire sequences of system releases. The major cost components that EVOMO captures are as follows: costs for applying regression testing techniques, costs associated with missed faults, costs for artifact analysis, costs of delayed fault detection feedback, and costs associated with obsolete tests.
C. Experiment Setup and Procedure
To measure costs of delayed fault detection feedback and costs for applying regression testing techniques, we required object programs containing faults. Similar to our early studies [14] , [32] , to obtain the fault data required to investigate our research question, for each version of each program we randomly selected a mutant group from the set of that version's mutation faults. Each mutant group contained at most 10 mutants.
To apply AHP, we followed steps described in Section III. As a human tester, one graduate student who has three years of software industry experience performed the AHP processes. The student considered the following criteria to evaluate prioritization techniques:
• Cost of applying test case prioritization technique: the time required to run a test case prioritization algorithm • Cost of software artifact analysis: the costs of instrumenting programs and collecting test execution traces • Cost of delayed fault detection: the waiting time for each fault to be exposed while executing test cases under a test case prioritization technique • Cost of missed fault: the time required to correct missed faults Next, the student performed pairwise comparisons using the scale of weights as shown in Table II , which has been commonly used by others [7] , [11] . When the student assigned relative weights, he utilized history data regarding the performance of test case prioritization techniques observed from previous several empirical studies [14] , [15] , [32] , [33] .
To support the rest of the processes, we implemented a Java Swing-based AHP tool. The AHP tool takes relative weights of criteria and techniques, and produces local and global priorities based on the AHP algorithm [7] . Finally the student determined which technique should be used for each version of the program using global priorities. Often software companies have time pressure with the product release, due to the constraint budgetary problem and competitive software market. In practice, situations in which time constraints intervene to affect product release are frequent in the software industry, and typically software companies cut back on testing activities in order to ensure timely release of their product. Further, the degree of time constraints can vary as systems evolve. For instance, for a certain release, a company could suffer more time constraints compared to other releases due to the complex feature addition or the technical personnel loss. Thus, in this experiment, we consider the situation with time constraints that vary with each version when we evaluate test case prioritization techniques.
To simulate this situation, for each of the test case prioritization techniques, we randomly assigned the level of time constraints (25%, 50%, or 75%) for each version, and foreshortened the test execution process for each version by the assigned time constraint level. We ran four sets of random assignments across all versions for each program, applied the AHP processes we just explained, and collected cost-benefit values for all strategies.
V. DATA AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the results of our study. We summarize the data in Table III . Table III shows experiment results that were collected by running four sets of random assignments (run 1 through run 4 in the table) of three time constraint levels for each version of the program. Since the Orig-all strategy is the baseline used in our relative costbenefit calculation, results for that strategy are not shown explicitly in the tables. Table III contains five subtables, and each subtable corresponds to the results of each program. All of the data in these tables shows the relative cost-benefit value in dollar with respect to the baseline technique (Orig) as defined in Section IV-B2. Higher values indicate greater cost-benefits. Within each subtable in the tables, columns are labeled with four runs, for each run listing four test case prioritization testing strategies. Rows are labeled with versions of the program and the last row ("Total") shows the sum of the cost-benefit values for all versions . Now, we describe each of these subtables.
The first subtable shows the results for ant. The results vary across versions, but the total cost-benefit values indicate that the prioritization techniques selected by AHP were more cost-effective than those used by the control strategies except for one case (Rand-all in run 3 was better than AHP). In particular, the cost-benefit value gap between the AHP strategy and the two control strategies (Tcov-all and Acovall) is large, and Tcov-all was even worse than the baseline strategy in some cases (run 1 and run 4). Among the control strategies, Rand-all produced the best results.
The second subtable shows the results for jmeter. Similar to the results on ant, the AHP strategy was more costeffective than the control strategies except for run 2. Among the control strategies, Acov-all produced the best results, Rand-all performed relatively well, but Tcov-all was even worse than the baseline strategy in most cases.
The third subtable shows the results for xml-security. As the results show, the AHP strategy was more cost-effective than the two control strategies (Tcov-all and Rand-all), but it was not better than the Acov-all strategy. Unlike the results on ant and jmeter, Tcov-all produced better results than the baseline strategy.
The fourth subtable shows the results for nanoxml. Overall, the AHP strategy outperformed all control strategies except for one case (Acov-all in run 2 was better than AHP). Similar to the results on xml-security, Tcov-all produced better results than the baseline strategy.
The last subtable shows the result for galileo. The results show that the AHP strategy was more cost-effective than control strategies except for one case (Acov-all in run 3 was better than AHP). Tcov-all produced worse results than the baseline strategy in all cases.
The total cost savings across all versions are one measure that shows the effectiveness of the strategies, but this measure can be misleading because abnormal cost-benefit values for particular version could affect the entire outcome. Thus, we examined how often the strategies produce the best results across all versions. Figure 3 presents bar graphs of the results. The figure contains five subfigures that present results for each of the object programs, and each subfigure contains bar graphs for four prioritization strategies showing the total number versions that produced the best results by those strategies, for the given object program and four runs. For instance, in run 1 for ant, Tcov-all performed best for one version (version 1 in Table III) and Acov-all performed best for two versions (versions 2 and 4 in Table III) .
Overall, the AHP strategy produced the best results (16 out of 20 cases were better than the control strategies -in total, we have the 20 observed data points.) and the Acov-all strategy performed relatively well compared to other control strategies (9 out of 20 cases performed best), but the trend varied across programs.
In the cases of ant and nanoxml, the AHP strategy was consistently better than all three strategies across all runs with one exception. In the case of xml-security, Acov-all was slightly better than AHP.
Comparing the control strategies, Rand-all outperformed others in ant, and it was even better than AHP for one case (run 3). However, in other cases, Rand-all did not perform well. In particular, in the case of xml-security, Rand-all did not produce any single best result. Similar to the results we observed in Table III , Tcov-all performed worst. Only in three programs (ant, jmeter, and xml-security), it produced the best result for one version for six out of 12 cases. In other programs, it did not produce any single best result.
Overall, the trends we observed from this figure are consistent with those we observed from Table III, but we also found some differences. While AHP outperformed 15 out 20 cases when we considered the total cost-benefit values, it outperformed 16 out of 20 cases when we considered the total number of versions that performed best. In the case of jmeter, the total cost-benefit of Acov-all was higher than that of AHP, but it did not perform better than AHP when we compared the number of versions that produced the best results by Acov-all and AHP.
VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY
This section describes the construct, internal and external validity threats to the validity of our study.
Construct Validity: Two issues involve threats to construct validity. (1) We identified four evaluation criteria to apply the AHP method mainly considering the costs Other evaluation criteria, such as risks for estimated costbenefit factors, applicability of a technique to a certain type of software artifact, and relevance to the specific testing process, could be considered. (2) The pairwise comparison value in AHP is subject to human judgment (in our case, a graduate student) and thus the results can be biased by personnel's knowledge and experience.
Internal Validity: The inferences we made about the effectiveness of AHP could have been affected by potential faults in our experiment tools. To control this threat, we validated our AHP tool using several examples. Other tools were from SIR [28] , and they have been validated through numerous experiments. External Validity: Three issues limit the generalization of our results. (1) MCDM approach and test case prioritization technique representativeness. In this study, we considered only one type of MCDM approaches and two conventional test case prioritization techniques, so our results cannot be generalized because they are not representative of MCDM approaches and test case prioritization techniques. (2) Object program and mutation fault representativeness. The object programs are of small and medium size. Complex industrial programs with different characteristics may be subject to different cost-benefit tradeoffs. We used mutation faults generated by our mutation tool, but there is some evidence that mutation faults can be representative of real faults [30] , [34] . Control for these threats can be achieved only through additional studies with wider populations of programs and faults, and different prioritization techniques.
VII. DISCUSSION
We now draw on the results of our analyses, together with additional consideration of our data, to derive practical implications of these results.
ART strategy results: Our results indicate that the prioritization techniques selected by AHP across the entire system lifetime can be more cost-effective than those used by the control approaches with the exception of some cases.
Through the empirical study, we observed the following trends. Overall, the AHP strategy's performance was stable across all programs for all runs, and the Acov-all strategy also produced better results compared to other control strategies, and in some cases (run 4 in xml-security and run 3 in galileo), it even outperformed the AHP strategy. However, it was not as stable as the AHP strategy. For instance, on ant for all runs, the Acov-all strategy was worse than all other strategies, and on jmeter, it was close to the worst case for half of the cases.
In the case of the Rand-all strategy, it was better than the Tcov-all strategy in most cases (except for all cases in xml-security). However, since our results for the random technique involve averages of multiple runs, individual random orders may vary widely in performance. The Tcov-all strategy was not worst for all cases, but overall performance is not preferable to others. In particular, in several cases (two runs in ant, three runs in jmeter, and all runs in galileo), it was even worse than the baseline strategy.
Practical implications of the results: So far we have discussed our major findings and the results of our experiment. Now, we discuss practical implications of our results.
From several prior empirical studies of prioritization [14] , [15] , [32] , [33] ), we learned that typically prioritization heuristics are more cost-effective compared to control techniques, but we also learned that various factors related to software, its associated artifacts (e.g., program size, test suite size, test suite granularity, and the amount of change between versions), and organization's testing environment could affect the relationships between techniques. Thus, adopting different types of test case prioritization techniques considering such factors is potentially a practical approach for organizations who have time pressure with the product release, due to the constraint budgetary problem and competitive software market.
To our knowledge, our study is the first attempt to investigate the effectiveness of adaptive regression testing strategy. Our proposed strategy produced promising results, and we believe that our empirical methodology and findings from our study provide insights into how such investigation can be performed and what types of MCDM approaches and evaluation criteria can be considered.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have investigated an adaptive regression testing (ART) strategy that utilizes one of the multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) approaches, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), and presented an empirical study assessing the ART strategy. Our results show that our ART strategy can assist researchers and practitioners in choosing cost-effective techniques across system lifetime.
As with all empirical studies, our study also has several limitations as we discussed in Section VI. These limitations can be addressed only through further studies of additional artifacts and regression testing techniques. For future work, we intend to investigate ART strategies further considering several aspects.
First, in this study, we chose the AHP method to implement an ART strategy, but there are many other MCDM approaches available including Weighted Sum Model and modified AHP methods. Thus, the next natural step is to investigate whether different types of approaches help improve ART strategies.
Second, in this study, we used only 4 evaluation criteria, but in order to limit threats to validity as we addressed in Section VI, we intend to investigate ART strategies considering other types of evaluation criteria.
Third, we considered only two test case prioritization heuristics, but we intend to investigate ART strategies that employ other types of prioritization techniques including other regression testing techniques, such as regression test selection techniques. Also, we intend to develop new regression testing techniques so that we can improve our chances of detecting faults under time-constrained situations.
